
TOURNAMENT DEFINITIONS 
 
DAILY TOURNAMENTS 
2-GAL BEST BALL 
Team consists of 2 players.  Each player on the team plays her own ball throughout the round.  The best Gross and 
Net score of partners per hole is recorded as the team score. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap. 
Must have a minimum of 9 players and 1 Blind Draw (5 teams). 

2-GAL COMBINED  
Team consists of 2 players.  Each player on the team plays her own ball throughout the round.  Team score is the 
total of the two player’s individual scores for the round. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap. 
Must have a minimum of 9 players and 1 Blind Draw (5 teams). 

2-GAL “IN THE BOX” (slightly modified) 
Team consists of 2 players.  Each player on the team plays her own ball throughout the entire round.  A specific 
scorecard will be utilized and will contain pre-selected holes that will be designated and outlined – aka “in the box”.  
The player whose box is outlined on the scorecard, must count her score for both gross and net on that hole. 
Tournament Chair will select the holes to be “boxed” and will mark each group’s scorecard and assign player’s 
names prior to event.  Each player should be assigned 5 “boxed” holes out of 18 holes, roughly equal on each 9 
holes with at least one par 5 and a maximum of one par 3.  Gross and Net tournament using 100% handicap. 
Requires a minimum of 9 players and 1 Blind Draw (5 teams).  

4 CLUBS ONLY 
Players may carry a maximum of four clubs in this tournament.   
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap.   
Posting is Optional. 

5 Red / 4 White / 3 Blue 
Players tee off from the red tees on all par 5’s, from the white tees on all par 4’s, and from the blue tees on all par3’s.  
Temporary drop areas will be designated on holes with excessive carries.  This is a Gross and Net Tournament 
utilizing 100% handicap.  Posting is Optional and a calculated Slope and Rating will be provided. 

6-6-6  
Tee off from the Red tees for holes 1-6, tee off from the Blue tees for holes 7-12, and tee off from the White tees for 
holes 13-18. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap.  Posting is Optional. 

9 BLIND HOLES 
Play all holes.  After the round, a blind draw will take place to determine which 9 holes will count for the tournament. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

9 HOLE SHOOT-OUT 
All players tee off and complete the same starting hole.  The player(s) with highest net score are eliminated on each 
hole until there is a winner.  Net Tournament only, utilizing 50% handicap. 

BEAT-THE PRO 
The Pro plays 18 holes, teeing off prior to BWGA tee times, on the course scheduled for the event.  All BWGA 
players make monetary “bets” at the pro shop, prior to their rounds, as to whether they can beat the pro’s 18-hole 
Gross score with their 18-hole Net score.  The minimum “bet” is $5.00 (equivalent to a regular tournament fee) and 
the maximum bet is $100.00.  If the player’s score beats the Pro, she earns double her bet in Pro Shop credit.  If she 
does not beat the Pro, her original bet amount is applied to her Pro Shop account.  There are no kickers paid for this 
event, and no Gross or Net tournament payouts.  All players play individual “18-hole score Net matches” against the 
Pro’s Gross score.  Net Tournament only, utilizing 100% handicap. 

BEST 9 HOLES 
Play 18 holes and choose only your best 9 holes for the tournament score.  Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% 
handicap. 

BEST 15 HOLES 
Play 18 holes and choose only your best 15 holes for the tournament score.  Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 
75% handicap. 
 



ELIMINATE PAR 3’S 
Play all 18 holes.  Eliminate par 3 scores for tournament score. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 75% handicap. 

ELIMINATE PAR 5’S 
Play all 18 holes.  Eliminate par 5 scores for tournament score. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 75% handicap. 

EVEN HOLES 
Play all 18 holes.  Add only the even holes for tournament score. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

FLAG TOURNAMENT 
Individual Tournament. You take par for the course plus your Course Handicap to compute your allowable total.  
When your strokes reach your total allowed number, you plant your flag where the ball lies at that point on the 
course.  The goal is to play the most holes before planting your flag.  If you pass someone’s flag on the course but 
have not exceeded your stroke allotment, you pick up the flag.  If your final stroke puts you on a green, you measure 
the ball’s distance from the hole and record the measurement on your flag, placing it off to the side of the green.  The 
winner is the player whose flag is the last one planted. 

INDIVIDUAL GROSS AND NET 
Play all 18 holes.  Record total of all holes for tournament gross score, subtract your full handicap for tournament net 
score.  Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap. 

IRONS ONLY 
Players must only have irons and a putter in their bags.  No hybrids.   
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap.   
Posting is Optional. 

NASSAU 
Play all18 holes.  Stroke your card based upon your handicap to determine on which holes you receive strokes.  With 
6-12 participants 3 payouts will be split equally and will go to the low Net winner on front 9, the low Net winner on 
back 9, and the low Gross full 18 hole winner.  With 13-16 participants, the third payout will cease being given to the 
18 hole low Gross winner, instead going to the low Gross winner on the front 9, with a fourth payout going to the low 
Gross winner of the back 9.  With 17-20 participants a fifth payout will go to the low Net full 18 hole winner.  It 21 or 
more participants, a sixth payout will go to the low Gross full 18 hole winner.  It is possible for the same person to win 
the entire set of payouts.  Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap. 

ODD HOLES 
Play all18 holes.  Add only the odd holes for tournament score. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

PAR 4’S ONLY 
Play all18 holes.  Add only par 4 scores for tournament score. 
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

PICK A PRO 
Same as 2-Gal Combined but instead of score being combined with another BWGA member, score is combined with 
a Professional Golfer’s score.  Must pick a Professional Golfer prior to the start of your round, whose score will be 
combined with your score.  Sheet to select your Pro will be at the Pro Shop prior to the start of the round. Gross and 
Net Tournament utilizing 100% handicap. 

RED, WHITE, & BLUE 
Tee off from alternating tees beginning with Red, then White, and then Blue.  Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 
100% handicap. Posting is Optional. 

SCOTCH BALL 
Two person team, both players tee off, and then each hits the other player’s ball on her second shot.  You then select 
the single “best ball” and hit that ball, alternating shots, through the hole.  This tournament score can NOT be posted 
in the computer for handicap purposes.  Gross and Net Tournament, utilizing 10% of full handicap. 

SHAMBLE 
Two person team, both tee off, then select best drive of the two.  Both players hit from the spot of the selected “best 
drive” and then play their own ball through the hole.  Must use each player’s drive six times, at least one of which is 
on a par 3.  Take the best net score on each hole.  This can also be played as a four-person team.   
This tournament score can NOT be posted in the computer for handicap purposes.  Net Tournament only, utilizing 
100% handicap. 

 



STABLEFORD 
Each player plays her own ball throughout the entire round.  Points are used (rather than hole scores) based on the 
following formula:   
Gross Score  Pts. Earned 
Eagle   10 
Birdie   5 
Par    3 
Bogie   2 
Double Bogie  1 
Add together all of your points earned at the end of the round to determine your gross total.  Add your Course 
Handicap to your Gross points to determine your Net total.  Most points wins.   

RED, WHITE, & BLUE 
Tee off from alternating tees beginning with Red, then White, and then Blue.  Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 
100% handicap. Posting is Optional. 

T’s & F’s  (count all holes that begin the letters T and F) 
Play all 18 holes.  For the tournament score, add your scores on the following holes: 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15.  
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

TEE TO GREEN 
Play all 18 holes.  For the tournament score, add the number of shots you take until your ball is on the green.  Gross 
and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

T.E.N (count all holes that begin wih the letters T, E and N) 
Play all 18 holes.  For the tournament score, add your scores on the following holes: 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18.  
Gross and Net Tournament utilizing 50% handicap. 

 
SPECIAL TOURNAMENTS 
MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT 
One low Net round, utilizing 100% handicap, played on a Saturday or a Sunday.   
Your adjusted gross score must be entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score). 

PRO’S CUP 
One low Gross round played on a Saturday or a Sunday.   
Your adjusted gross score must be entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score).  

SUMMER SOLSTICE 
One low Net round, utilizing 100% handicap, played on a Saturday or Sunday.   
Your adjusted gross score must be entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score). 

FALL EQUINOX 
One low Gross round played on a Saturday or Sunday.   
Your adjusted gross score must be entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score). 

BWGA TEAM TRIFECTA (Anderson Team vs  Gilead Team) 
Two person teams to play 6/6/6 event, events to be determined at least two weeks prior to tournament by 
Tournament Chair.  Event Format Options: Alternate Shot, Scotch Ball, Scramble, Shamble, Best Ball.   
Participants will be assigned to either the Anderson or Gilead Team based on odd/even listing on the most recent 
BWGA USGA Handicap listing.  Total handicaps per team will be calculated to ensure that handicap totals are 
reasonably “even” per team and teams will be adjusted if needed by the Tournament Chair.  Team’s pairings will be 
in handicap order, starting with the lowest to the highest handicap.  Pro Shop credit awarded to the overall 1st and 2nd 
low Gross and low Net two-person teams.  Awards to all players on the combined low Net team (either Anderson & 
Gilead team) will be given at the Fall Banquet.  Scores from this event can NOT be posted in the computer for 
handicap purposes. 

BEA ANDERSON TOURNAMENT 
Two person teams, play five 9-hole matches in match play format.  Whether the matches will be contested over three 
days (9 holes on Friday night, 18 holes on Saturday & 18 holes on Sunday) or over two days (27 holes on Saturday 
& 18 holes on Sunday) is an annual decision made by the Tournament Chairperson.  You and your partner compete 
against a different team in each 9-hole match.  Scorecards are stroked off of the lowest handicap in the match. 
In accordance with USGA recommended guidelines, there is a 10 stroke maximum handicap differential allowed 
between partners in this tournament to keep the teams in each flight equitable.  Any player with a handicap higher 
than 10 strokes above her partner’s handicap will play to a reduced handicap to meet the 10 stroke requirement. 



2 points are awarded for winning a match, plus tenth of a point for each hole won by.  1 point for a tie match. 
As a means of encouraging true match play format (e.g. conceding putts, picking up your ball if you are out of the 
hole, etc.,) there will be NO GHIN Posting for any of these rounds. 

 
MAJOR TOURNAMENTS 
SPRING TOURNAMENT 
Two weekend (i.e. Saturday/Saturday or Sunday/Sunday) 18-hole rounds.  Gross and Net utilizing 100% handicap.  
You must have an official GHIN handicap to compete for a Net prize.  If you do not have a handicap, you may only 
compete for a Gross prize.  
Your adjusted gross score must be entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score). 

SUMMER SHOOTOUT TOURNAMENT 
Two Weekend 18-hole rounds played by two person teams.  Cumulative 2 day score will determine winners.   
Specific event format to be determined annually by Tournament Chair and payouts to be based upon tournament 
participation. 
FALL TOURNAMENT 
Two Weekend (i.e. Saturday/Saturday or Sunday/Sunday) 18-hole rounds.  Gross and Net utilizing 100% handicap.  
You must have an official GHIN handicap to compete for a Net Prize. 
Your adjusted gross score must be entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score). 

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP 
Three low Gross and Net rounds, utilizing 100% handicap, played on three designated dates.   
You must have played in 6 BWGA tournaments as indicated on your Ringer sheet and with a corresponding entry in 
the Handicap computer, and have an official GHIN handicap.  
The Club Champion will be the player with the lowest total cumulative Gross score after the three rounds.  
Format/flighting and 1st round pairing formula subject to change annually at discretion of Tournament Chair.  Pairings 
for subsequent rounds will be based upon total cumulative Gross score.  Your 3 adjusted gross scores must be 
entered into handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score) 

NET CHAMPIONSHIP 
Two low Net rounds, utilizing 100% handicap, played on two designated Thursday dates.   
You must have an official GHIN handicap.  
The Net Champion will be the player with the lowest total cumulative Net score after the two rounds.   
Your two adjusted gross scores must be entered into the handicap computer as a “T” (Tournament Score) 

 
TOURNAMENTS COMBINED WITH MEN’S CLUB 
BWGA / BMGA MIXER  
A 2-person best ball event.  One BWGA member and one BMGA member per team. 

GREENSKEEPER’s REVENGE 
A 4-person scramble where the course set up is somewhat unusual and more challenging than normal.  There is an 
extra $5.00 entry fee (for a total of $10.00 tournament fee), which is donated to the Greenskeeper and his staff as a 
“Thank You” for the work done throughout the season.  This event has a shotgun start. 

TURKEY SHOOT 4-PERSON SCRAMBLE OR BEST BALL 
A 4-person scramble or Best Ball where all participants receive a gift. 

SKINS GAME 
Low score on each hole versus the field.  Just like they play on TV!  Gross and Net for each hole. 

SNOWBALL OPEN 4-PERSON BEST BALL 
A 4-person team Best Ball.  This event has a shotgun start. 
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